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Lee Laboratories Pte. Ltd.

Lee Laboratories Pte. Ltd made its inception in 1985 with a staff strength of 3 and has since grown to twenty 
five staff. Lee Laboratories started as an agency for Optrex, Mitsubishi, Mining, Neuron and Diguang.

Since 1992, Lee Laboratories have moved its business up the value chain to become an integrated design 
solutions provider. Working hard with our clients, we seek to co-operate with our end customer in lieu and 
participation of their end product designs to achieve total solutions. We seek to shorten lead times therefore 
minimising the time to market and maximising process capabilities to achieve cost effectiveness in 
manufacturing. 

In South East Asia, we are the sole distributor for Neuron and Optrex products and have developed a very 
strong and on-going twenty year relationship with Optrex
We have more than ten years experience in providing display integrated solutions. We are upgrading our 
manufacturing technologies and improve quality at adapt to the fast changing business environment. 

We attained the ISO 9001 in 1994 and obtain QS 9000 in 2001. In order to provide a valued solution to our 
customers, we are now implementing the ISO14000 environmental standard, which reflects on the 
environmental awareness of current of TOP management thinking on environmental awareness and sustainable
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We are able to provide any Optrex standard Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD) which 
include CSTN and TFT modules. The sizes we offer for TFT range from mobile 
size, 2.2 inches, to large sizes,15 inches. 

We can also offer customised Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) module solutions, 
which enables customers to choose from a variety of backlighting technologies, 
LCD panel sizes, latest connector technologies and Touch Screen Solutions to 
enhance their final products. 

OUR SOLUTIONS
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OUR CAPABILITIES
Lee Laboratories is able to provide production capabilities thorough its 
manufacturing division. 

•Surface Mounted Technology (SMT) 

•Chip-On-Board (COB)

•Tape Automated Bonding (TAB)

•Heat Seal 

•Anisotropic conductive Film (ACF) 

We are in the process of implementing Chip-On-Glass (COG) and Flex-On-Glass 
(FOG).

We are able to provide a short lead time for samples, pilot runs and 

mass production as well.
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To Excel in Quality Manufacturing for LCD Modules
And strive to exceed customer satisfaction with 

competitive pricing and timely delivery.
This is achieved through teamwork, dedication and 

continuous improvement.

This Requires our total commitment towards the Quality 
Management System

•Excellent Quality
•Customer Satisfaction

•Competitive Cost
•On time Delivery

•Continuous Improvement
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Lee Laboratories started our business dealings with Optrex as an
agent  in 1985. Our first custom design initiative was in 1988 for 
Motorola Singapore for their pagers. This was the catalyst for our  
business growth for a decade with our turnover increasing from US 
$1 million to US$12.5 million.

At present, we are still co-operating with Optrex as our business 
expands towards the active and passive colour display  market.

OPTREX
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•• Electrofont is a sister company of Lee LaboratoriesElectrofont is a sister company of Lee Laboratories
•• The two companies interact and tackle the issues of joint The two companies interact and tackle the issues of joint 

manufacture, design and sales aspects with two groups working asmanufacture, design and sales aspects with two groups working as
one.one.

•• We are currently proceeding into stages of integration the We are currently proceeding into stages of integration the 
Manufacturing, Design and Sales as one company.Manufacturing, Design and Sales as one company.

ELECTROFONT
In 1995, Electrofont Pte. Ltd was established with the intent of
supporting Lee Laboratories’ manufacturing development. Since 
then, it has grown and is presently working closely with Lee 
Laboratories’ with module design and manufacturing
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•• DelphiDelphi
•• AmetekAmetek

•RDS
•Sirona
•Aethra
•AEG
•Siemens
•Bosch
•Miele
•Leica Geosystems

•• CreativeCreative
•• Wincor NixdorfWincor Nixdorf
•• BaxterBaxter
•• Applera HoldingApplera Holding
•• EltechEltech
•• Singapore TechnologySingapore Technology
•• Delphi AutomotiveDelphi Automotive
•• Venture SingaporeVenture Singapore
•• VS ElectronicsVS Electronics
•• Leica InstrumentsLeica Instruments

••Optrex Optrex 
Europe Europe 
GermanyGermany

EUROPE USA SINGAPORE

ASIA
•• SumitomoSumitomo
•• IndustronicsIndustronics

INDIA
•• PANDPAND
•• SaedatSaedat CoCo
•• PooladPoolad
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•• Develop our management expertise to cope with business expansionDevelop our management expertise to cope with business expansion
•• Develop our technology baseDevelop our technology base
•• Increase coIncrease co--operation with our partners to develop the next generation LCD moperation with our partners to develop the next generation LCD module.odule.
•• Develop expertise to help our customers increase their product sDevelop expertise to help our customers increase their product sales, reliability and ales, reliability and 

being cost effective.being cost effective.
•• To develop a viable company, which has a potential to grow and aTo develop a viable company, which has a potential to grow and ability to bility to 

take challenges.take challenges.
•• To establish a longTo establish a long--term relationship with our customer.term relationship with our customer.
•• To be actively involved in our customers’ product development.To be actively involved in our customers’ product development.
•• To achieve our projected revenue of S$50,000,000 within the nextTo achieve our projected revenue of S$50,000,000 within the next 3 years.3 years.
•• To build a design team who can compliment our customers’ demandTo build a design team who can compliment our customers’ demand
•• To expand and diversify our clientele globally.To expand and diversify our clientele globally.


